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WILDLY COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS AND SIX OPERATIONS
NING GUO
Abstract. For a scheme X separated and of finite type over an excellent regular scheme S, we de-
fine wildly compatible systems of constructible sheaves of modules over finite fields on X for certain
vector spaces V . The main result is that for dimS ď 1, wildly compatible systems are preserved by
Grothendieck’s six operations and Verdier’s duality. Finally, for a smooth integral scheme X over a
finite field, we prove that all ℓ-adic compatible systems gives wildly compatible systems.
1. Introduction
For a scheme X separated and of finite type over an excellent scheme S, we consider a family of locally
constant étale sheaves tFiuiPI of Fλi-modules on X . Each sheaf Fi corresponds to a representation ρi of
the étale fundamental group of X . The wild ramification of ρi is described by Swan conductors in terms
of Brauer traces (see [Ser77, 18.1 and 19.2]). To compare wild ramifications of classes rFis (so-called
virtual sheaves) in the Grothendieck groupKcpX,Fλiq, it is natural to find a subgroup (defined by Brauer
traces) of
ś
iPI KcpX,Fλiq to specify virtual sheaves with the same ramification. In addition, having “the
same wild ramification” should be compatible with functorial operations (for instance, Grothendieck’s
six operations and Verdier’s duality). Wild ramifications of sheaves, in turn, have been related to Euler–
Poincaré characteristics and cycles and the development is summarized as the following.
(i) Deligne–Illusie ([Ill81]) defined the notion of “same wild ramification” for an open subvarietiesX of
a normal proper variety Z over an algebraic closed field of positive characteristic, and they proved
that two locally constant sheaves overX with the same rank and the same wild ramification along
ZzX have the same Euler–Poincaré characteristic.
(ii) When S is an excellent Henselian discrete valuation ring or a field with the residue characteristic
exponent p ě 1, Vidal ([Vid04], [Vid05]) constructed a subgroup ofKcpX,Fλq to define the notion
“virtual wild ramification 0” and proved its preservation under Grothendieck’s six operations.
(iii) With Vidal’s setting, Yatagawa ([Yat17]) defined the subgroup of “the same wild ramification” and
proved that it is preserved by four operations and Verdier’s duality. Further, Saito and Yatagawa
([SY16]) proved that two constructible complexes with the same wild ramification have the same
characteristic cycle.
In this article, we introduce wildly compatible system of (virtual) constructible sheaves as a more general
notion, and prove its preservation under Grothendieck’s six operations and Verdier’s duality. After
generalizing Vidal’s definition [Vid04, 2.1] of local wild part of π1 pXq to excellent base S without
restriction on dimS (Definition 2.4), we establish a formula (Theorem 2.7) connecting global and local
wild parts of π1 to find their functorial properties (see Proposition 2.12, Corollaries 2.14 and 2.15).
With these generalities and properties, wildly compatible systems (Definition 3.7) have no restriction
on dimS and rely on certain vector spaces V , which are flexible: by changing V , we obtain Vidal’s
and Yatagawa’s notion as special examples (Remark 3.11). A wildly compatible system is defined by
a subgroup KcpX{S, I, V q Ă
ś
iPI KcpX,Fλiq, and sheaves in KcpX{S, I, V q can be viewed as having
“compatible wild ramifications”: Brauer traces of these sheaves on each stratum are components of some
vectors in V . The main result is the preservation of wildly compatible systems as the following.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.1). Let S be an excellent regular scheme with dimS ď 1. Let f : X Ñ Y be
an S-morphism of schemes over S separated and of finite type. We have:
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(i) f˚ : KcpY, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces f
˚ : KcpY {S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q;
(ii) f˚ : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpY, Iq induces f˚ : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpY {S, I, V q;
(iii) f! : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpY, Iq induces f! : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpY {S, I, V q;
(iv) f ! : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpY, Iq induces f
! : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpY {S, I, V q;
(v) RHom : KcpX, Iq ˆKcpX, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces
RHom : KcpX{S, I, V q ˆKcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q when V is a subalgebra;
(vi) ´b´ : KcpX, Iq ˆKcpX, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces
´b´ : KcpX{S, I, V q ˆKcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q when V is a subalgebra;
(vii) DX : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces DX : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q.
This generalizes [Vid05, Cor. 0.2] and [Yat17, Cor. 4.1]. Finally, for a smooth integral scheme X over a
finite field, compatible ℓ-adic virtual constructible sheaves are related to our wildly compatible virtual
constructible sheaves. More precisely, the decomposition map d : KpX,Eq Ñ KpX,F q sends compatible
λi-adic virtual constructible sheaves to wildly compatible virtual constructible Fλi -sheaves (Theorem
5.1).
1.2. Conventions. By pX{Sq we always mean a scheme X separated and of finite type over an excellent
scheme S (and Y {R is similar). We use sÑ S to denote geometric points of S, and Xs is the base change
of X over the strict Henselization Ss.
Acknowledgements. I thank to my advisor, Weizhe Zheng. With his forward-looking instruction and
guidance, this article was written smoothly. He also helped me to correct mistakes and defects with
infinite patience. I thank to Lei Fu for important suggestions for revision.
2. The wild part of π1
Nagata’s theorem predicts that every scheme X separated and of finite type over an excellent scheme S
has a compactification X. It turns out that wild ramifications of constructible étale Fλi -sheaves Fi over
X is considered over the boundaryXzX . By the theory of modular representation, the elements of π1pXq
whose super-natural orders are prime to λi form a set π1pXqreg, where we take Brauer traces of Fi (3.1
or see [Ser77, 18.1]). After a recollection of Nagata compactifications (2.1–2.3), we prove a global-local
formula (Theorem 2.7) of wild parts of π1 (Definition 2.4), which corresponds to π1pXqreg referred above.
By this formula, any wildly compatible system is locally wildly compatible (Proposition 3.12 (ii)).
2.1. Nagata compactifications. For a scheme X over a quasi-compact quasi-separated scheme S,
we say f : X Ñ S is compactifiable or has a compactification, if f is factorized by an S-scheme X
as f : X
i
ãÑ X
f
Ñ S, where i is an open immersion and f is a proper morphism. We denote this
compactification of f by
`
X, i, f
˘
. By Nagata’s compactification theorem ([Con07, Thm. 4.1]), f is
compactifiable if and only if it is of finite type and separated. In this case, all compactifications of f form a
category C. The objects of C are triplets pX, i, fq. A morphism between two objects pZ1, i1, f1q, pZ2, i2, f2q
in C is such a morphism g : Z1 Ñ Z2 so that g ˝ i1 “ i2 and g ˝ f2 “ f1. In this case, we say that Z2 is
dominated by Z1, or Z1 dominates Z2 as compactifications of X Ñ S.
In fact, C is a cofiltered category ([Del73, 3.2.6]):
1) given Z1, Z2 P Obj pCq, there exists Z3 P Obj pCq and morphisms Z1
g1Ð Z3
g2Ñ Z2;
2) given two morphisms Z1
r
Ñ
s
Z2 in C, there exists Z3 P Obj pCq and a morphism t : Z3 Ñ Z1 in C
such that s ˝ t “ r ˝ t.
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For 1), it suffices to take Z 1 :“ Z1 ˆS Z2 and a compactification Z3 of pi1, i2q : X Ñ Z
1. For 2), we
denote by k : K Ñ Z1 the equalizer of r and s. By universal property of equalizer, we factorize i1 as
i1 “ k ˝ i. Even though k is proper and K is proper over S, the morphism i is not necessarily be an
open immersion. Therefore, we take a compactification of i : X Ñ K as X
i3
ãÑ Y
p
Ñ K. The composition
k ˝ p : Y Ñ Z1 is the desired morphism.
In the sequel, we assume that S is an excellent scheme.
2.2. Nagata normal compactifications. For pX{Sq with normal connected X and a Nagata com-
pactification f : X Ñ X
f
Ñ S, we consider the normalization X
ν
of X.
Claim 2.2.1. The normalization X
ν
is also a Nagata compactification of f : X Ñ S.
Proof. By the universal property of normalization, there is a morphism i : X Ñ X
ν
. We show that
X
i
ÝÑ X
ν f˝ν
ÝÑ S is another compactification of f : X Ñ S. By excellence assumption of schemes over
S, the normalization ν is finite so f ˝ ν : X
ν
Ñ S is proper. On the other hand, the base change
Y :“ X
ν
ˆX X Ñ X is a finite birational morphism from an integral scheme to a normal connected
scheme, hence is an isomorphism. Therefore, i : X Ñ X
ν
is an open immersion. 
All normal compactifications of X Ñ S form a full subcategory C1 of C. Further, C1 is co-cofinal:
1) for every x P ObjpCq, there is an object y P ObjpC1q and a morphism y1 Ñ x in MorphpCq;
2) given x P ObjpCq and y1, y2 P ObjpC
1q with y1 Ñ x and y2 Ñ x, there exists y3 P ObjpC
1q fitting
into the following commutative diagram
y1 y3 y2
x .
It is clear that 1) and 2) follows directly from the fact that for any two normal compactifications in C1,
there is always a normal compactification dominating them.
2.3. Nagata normal dense compactifications. On the basis of 2.2, we consider normal compactifica-
tions X such that X Ñ X are dominant open immersions. Here we assume that X is a normal connected
scheme separated and of finite type over an excellent scheme S. In this case, for an arbitrary normal
compactification X , we can always take the connected component X
1
of X that contains X . Hence X
is open dense in X
1
, which is also a normal compactification of X Ñ S dominating X. Subsequently,
all normal compactifications of X Ñ S such that X is an open subscheme form a cofiltered co-cofinal
subcategory of C1 (and of C).
By the results about co-cofinality above, for convenience, we always assume that X is an open dense
subscheme in every normal compactification of X Ñ S.
Definition 2.4 (Wild part of π1). For an open subscheme X of a normal connected scheme X , we let
x be a geometric point of X with the characteristic exponent p ě 1. The strict Henselization Xx of X
at x has a fiber product Xx :“ Xx ˆX X . Let v be a geometric point of Xx lying above a geometric
generic point η of X . We define some subsets of π1pX, ηq as follows:
(i) Ex,v is the union of images of p-Sylow subgroups of π1pXx, vq in π1pX, ηq;
(ii) EX,x is the union of conjugates of Ex,v by g in π1pX, ηq;
(iii) EX,X is the closure of the union of EX,x for all geometric points x of X .
For pX{Sq with normal connected X , we define:
(iv) EX{S is the intersection of EX,E for all normal compactifications X of X Ñ S;
(v) for the image τ of η in X , the subset Eτ{S is the intersection of images of EU{S in EX{S for all
open dense subscheme of X .
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Claim 2.4.1. Definition 2.4 (ii) is independent of choices of v.
Proof. For another geometric point w above η, there is an isomorphism of fibre functors γ : Fv » Fw
inducing an isomorphism
φ : π1pXx, vq “ AutpFvq
„
ÝÑ AutpFwq “ π1pXx, wq h ÞÝÑ γ ˝ h ˝ γ
´1.
Therefore, the image g of γ in π1pX, ηq induces an inner automorphism such that the following diagram
π1pXx, vq π1pX, ηq
π1pXx, wq π1pX, ηq
φ p´qg
commutes, where p´qg denotes the inner automorphism induced by g. 
Remark 2.5. Here we compare our Definition 2.4 with Vidal’s notion ([Vid04, §§2.1], [Vid05, §1]).
‚ Let S be the spectrum of an excellent Henselian discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
p0, pq (that is, the characteristic of residue field at generic point is 0 and for closed point is p).
Let x be the geometric point above η, then EX,x “ t1u. On the other hand, E
Vidal
X,x is not trivial
in general. Therefore, EX,x ‰ E
Vidal
X,x in this case.
‚ Further, we consider EX,X and E
Vidal
X,X
for a normal compactification X of X Ñ S. A finite
quotient Q of π1pXq corresponds to a Galois cover Y Ñ X . Let Y be the normalization of X in
Y . From [Vid05, Proof 6.1] we know that g P Q belongs to EX,X if and only if g fixes a point of
pY qs, where s is the closed point of S. Similarly, g P Q belongs to E
Vidal
X,X
if and only if g fixes a
point of Y . But the locus of fixed points Y
g
in Y of g is proper over S, since proper morphism
is stable under composition. Consequently, we find that Y
g
X Y s ‰ φ and EX,X “ E
Vidal
X,X
.
Remark 2.6. With Definition 2.4 we can also define tameness for Galois covers, which is a classical
notion. Let X be a normal connected scheme separated and of finite type over SpecpZq. A Galois cover
Y Ñ X is called tame if EX{SpecpZqpQq “ t1u, where Q is the finite quotient of π1pXq associated to the
Galois cover Y Ñ X . When Y is regular, this is the notion of numerical tameness in [KS10].
A global-local formula. Given a geometric point s of S, the strict Henselization Ss Ñ S at s induces
a base change of X and X. Though the base change Xs is not connected in general, we can also define its
normal compactification as the disjoint union of normal compactifications of its all connected components.
All normal compactifications of Xs also form a cofiltered category. In this sense, the base change
`
X
˘
s
is a normal compactification of Xs over Ss. Conversely, given a normal compactification Zs of Xs Ñ Ss,
we want to prove that it can be dominated by the base change of a normal compactification of X Ñ S
(Proposition 2.8), which leads to a formula relating global and local wild parts of π1 as the following.
Theorem 2.7. For pX{Sq with dimS ă 3 and normal connected X, we have
EX{S “
ď
sÑS
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1E1
Xs{Ss
g,
where E1
Xs{Ss
are images of EXs{Ss in π1pX, ηq.
Proof. We may assume that S is connected. By Definition 2.4,
EX,X “
ď
x
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1Ex,vg, where x goes through geometric points of X.
For a geometric point x of X, its composition with X Ñ S is a geometric point s of S. So x gives rise
to a geometric point y of
`
X
˘
s
. We have the following commutative diagram
π1ppXsqy, wq π1pXs, ξq
π1pXx, vq π1pX, ηq,
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where ξ is a geometric generic point above η and w is a geometric point above ξ. The first column is an
isomorphism, since pXsqy » Xx. It follows that the image E
1
y,w of Ey,w in π1pX, ηq is Ex,v, and
EX,X “
ď
s
ď
y
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1Ey,wg
“
ď
s
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1 E1
Xs,pXq
s
g,
where s goes through geometric points of S and y goes through geometric points of pXqs. For a fixed
s Ñ S, by Proposition 2.8 below, the base changes of X are co-cofinal in the category of normal
compactifications of Xs Ñ Ss. By taking intersections on both sides, we find
EX{S “
č
XÑXÑS
EX,X
p1q
“
č
XÑXÑS
ˆ ď
sÑS
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1E1
Xs,pXqs
g
˙
p2q
“ limÐÝ
Q
č
XÑXÑS
ˆ´ ď
sÑS
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1E1
Xs,pXqs
g
¯
pQq
˙
p3q
“ limÐÝ
Q
´ ď
sÑS
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1Q
č
X
E1
Xs,pXqs
pQqgQ
¯
p4q
“ limÐÝ
Q
´` ď
sÑS
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1E1Xs{Ssg
˘
pQq
¯
p5q
“
ď
sÑS
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1E1
Xs{Ss
g.
Here Q goes through all finite quotients of π1pX, ηq and gQ denotes the image of g in Q. The equalities
(2) and (5) come from that a closed subset in a profinite group is the inverse limit of all its finite quotients.
The (3) is by the distribution law for intersection and union and the fact that the category of normal
compactifications is cofiltered. 
Proposition 2.8. We let X and S be as assumed in Theorem 2.7. For any normal compactification Zs
of Xs Ñ Ss, there exists a normal compactification X of X Ñ S such that X ˆS Ss dominates Zs.
Proof. The base change of any normal compactification of X Ñ S to Ss is a normal compactification of
Xs Ñ Ss. To find the desired X, we prove in the following steps.
(i) We have Ss “ limÐÝiPI Si for each affine scheme Si étale over S. Because Xs and Zs are of
finite type over Ss and Ss is excellent, a fortiori Noetherian, by [SP, 01TX], Xs and Zs are
of finite presentation over Ss. By [EGA IV3, 8.8.2], there exists i0 P I such that the normal
compactification Xs Ñ Zs descend over S
1 :“ Si0 as XS1 Ñ ZS1 .
(ii) Since S1 Ñ S is étale and affine, it is quasi-finite and separated. By Zariski’s main theorem, it
is an open immersion followed by a finite morphism as S1 Ñ T Ñ S. We may assume that T is
connected and replace T by its normalization (as in the proof of Claim 2.4.1) if necessary.
(iii) We glue XT and ZS1 along the open XS1 to obtain Z :“ ZS1YXS1 XT . It is clear that Z Ñ T is of
finite type and we prove its separatedness. We restrict the diagonal morphism ∆Z{T : Z Ñ ZˆT Z
to four open subschemes Z ˆT Z “ pZS1 ˆT ZS1q Y pZS1 ˆT XT q Y pXT ˆT ZS1q Y pXT ˆT XT q
to check ∆Z{T is a closed immersion. Since ZS1{T and XT {T are separated, by symmetry, it
suffices to consider ∆Z{T |ZS1ˆTXT , which is the closed immersion ∆XS1 {S1 by the isomorphism
ZS1 ˆT XT » ZS1 ˆS1 XS1 and the separatedness of XS1{S
1. Therefore, by Nagata’s theorem,
there is a compactification ZT of Z Ñ T . Further, we have pZT qS1 » ZS1 .
(iv) Since T Ñ S is finite, it follows that XT Ñ ZT Ñ S is also a compactification. Because T is
normal and dimT ă 3, it is Cohen-Macaulay. Subsequently, the dominant morphism T Ñ S is
flat and so is XT Ñ X . By Lemma 2.9 below, there is a compactification Z
1
T of XT Ñ S and
a normal compactification X of X Ñ S with a finite morphism Z 1T Ñ X . The base change of
Z 1T Ñ X to Ss is a finite morphism between two normal compactifications of Xs Ñ Ss, so it is
an isomorphism and
`
X
˘
s
dominates Zs. 
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Lemma 2.9. For a finite flat morphism f : X Ñ Y between two connected schemes separated and
of finite type over S and a compactification X of X Ñ S, there is a compactification X
1
of X Ñ S
dominating X and a compactification Y
1
of Y Ñ S fitting into a commutative diagram
X X
1
Y Y
1
f f
, where f is finite flat.
Proof. This proof comes from O. Gabber’s idea and is similar to I. Vidal’s proof in [Vid04, Prop. 2.1.1 (ii)].
By Nagata’s theorem, there exists Y as a compactification of Y . The closure of the graph of f in XˆS Y
is denoted by Γ. By the separatedness of Y Ñ S, the first projection p1 : Γ Ñ X is an isomorphism
i : ΓX » X when restricted to X . Because f is dominant, the second projection p2 : Γ Ñ Y when
restricted to Y coincides with f , up to a composition with the isomorphism i. Therefore, the morphism
p2 is finite and flat and satisfies the condition in the flattening theorem ([RG71, Thm. 5.2.2]) for n “ 0:
it is flat outside Y zY . Then there exists a Y -admissible (that is, the blowing-up locus is in Y zY ) blowing-
up Y
1
Ñ Y such that the strict transform f : X
1
Ñ Y
1
is flat. The flatness of f implies it is not only
finite on Y Ă Y
1
but also on the entire Y
1
. 
Remark 2.10. If we consider normal compactifications which are algebraic spaces, the assumption
in Theorem 2.7 for S can be more general: S can be an arbitrary excellent scheme. The idea is from
Chenyang Xu, who suggests to consider equivariant normal compactifications. As in the proof of Theorem
2.7 (ii) let KpS1q and KpSq be fraction fields of S1 and S respectively. Then we take a Galois extension
K{KpSq with Galois group G containing KpS1q and the normalization R of S in K. The normalization
of S in KpS1q is denoted by T . With the similar technique in (iii) before, one can extend XS1 to a normal
compactification XT of XT Ñ T (XT can be replaced with its normalization if necessary). Then the
base change of XT to R can be dominated by a G-equivariant normal compactification of XR Ñ R by
the construction in [Zhe09, 3.7]. The normalization of the quotient XR{{G is a normal compactification
and its base change along S1 Ñ S dominates XS1 .
2.11. Funtoriality of wild parts of π1. The wild parts of π1 have pleasant functorial properties. The
following lemma generalizes Vidal’s results ([Vid04, Prop. 2.1.1]).
Proposition 2.12. In this proposition, we fix
‚ S and R are excellent scheme;
‚ X Ñ X and Y Ñ Y be two open immersions of normal connected schemes;
‚ f : X Ñ Y is a morphism of schemes;
‚ φ : π1pX, ηq Ñ π1pY, ξq is the morphism of étale fundamental groups induced by f , where η is a
geometric generic point of X and ξ is the image of η in Y .
(i)
If there is a commutative square
X Y
X Y,
f
then φpEX,Xq Ă EY,Y .
(ii) Let X Ñ X Ñ S and Y Ñ Y Ñ R be two compactifications.
If there is a commutative square
X Y
S R,
f
then φpEX{Sq Ă EY {R.
(iii) When f is a finite étale, we have EX,X “ EY,Y X π1pX, ηq. If further pX{Sq and pY {Sq, then
EX{S “ EY {S X π1pX, ηq.
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(iv) With the condition of (ii), if we further assume that X “ Y with f “ id, then
EX{S Ă EX{R.
When S Ñ R is proper, we have
EX{S “ EX{R.
Proof.
(i) By definition,
EX,X “
ď
xÑX
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1Ex,vg,
where x and v are geometric points of X and Xx “ X ˆX Xx respectively, and v is above η. It
suffices to show that
φ
¨
˝ ď
xÑX
ď
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1Ex,vg
˛
‚Ă EY,Y ,
since EY,Y is closed. Any element σ P
Ť
xÑX
Ť
gPπ1pX,ηq
g´1Ex,vg can be written as γ
´1
1 φ1γ1,
where φ1 P π1pXx, vq and γ1 P π1pX, ηq. We let y and w be the images of x and v respectively,
and consider the following diagram
v Xx Xx
Yy Y y
η X X
Y Y
and a similar diagram for fundamental groups. These diagrams are not necessarily commutative.
Let φ2 be the image of φ1 in π1pYy , wq and let γ2 be the image of γ1 in π1pY, ξq. Then we have
fpσq “ γ´12 φ2γ2 P EY,Y and fpEX,Xq Ă EY,Y .
(ii) For any normal compactification Y of Y Ñ R, we take a normal compactification of Y ˆR S to
obtain a normal compactification of X Ñ S. By the result of (i) the assertion follows.
(iii) We first prove for the case whenX is dominated by the normalization of a normal compactification
Y for Y Ñ S. Then Xx is a pointed connected component of Yy ˆY X . To prove that Ex,v “
Ey,w X π1pX, ηq, it suffices to show that the following diagram
π1pXx, vq π1pX, ηq
π1pYy, wq π1pY, ξq
ψX
ψY
is cartesian. All vertical arrows are injective. Let U “ ψ´1Y pπ1pX, ηqq Ă π1pYy , wq. This is an
open subgroup associated to an intermediate pointed finiteétale covering Xx Ñ V Ñ Yy. The
correspondent point is denoted by t Ñ V . As the map π1pV, tq Ñ π1pY, ξq is factorized by
π1pX, ηq, then by [SGA 1new, Exp. V, 6.4], the natural projection V ˆY X Ñ V admits a pointed
section s. Composite the section s with the natural pointed morphism V ˆY X Ñ Yy ˆY X , we
find that the pointed morphism V Ñ Yy ˆY X must factors through Xx. That means V » Xx,
hence that diagram is cartesian.
Let q P π1pY, ξq and let pX
1, η1q be a pointed connected finite étale cover of Y corresponding
to the open subgroup π1pX
1, η1q “ qπ1pX, aqq
´1. We denote by φ : π1pX, ηq Ñ π1pX
1, η1q the
isomorphism induced by conjugation by q in π1pY, bq and µ : π1pX
1, η1q Ñ π1pX, ηq is denoted for
its inverse. Then q´1Ey,wq X π1pX, ηq “ µpEy,w X π1pX
1, η1qq “ µpEx,η1q (for X
1 it is the same
with the above argument). By the result of (i) we find that ψpEx,v1q Ă ψpEX1,X1q Ă EX,X . Thus
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q´1Ey,wq X π1pX, ηq Ă EX,X . As this can be applied to all q and all geometric point xÑ X , we
then use the result of (i) to find that EY,Y X π1pX, ηq Ă EX,X . By Lemma 2.9 above, we finish
the proof.
(iv) Every normal compactification of X Ñ S is also a normal compactification of X Ñ R. Further,
given any normal compactification W of X Ñ R, there is a normal compactification Z of X Ñ R
dominatingW . Hence Z is also a normal compactification of X Ñ S and dominatesW . Therefore
EX{S “ EX{R. 
Definition 2.13.
(i) Let B be the (pointed) category whose objects consist of all open immersions pX
i
ãÑ Xq of
normal connected schemes with fixed geometric generic points. Morphisms in B consists of all
commutative squares as in Proposition 2.12 (i) such that induced morphisms of geometric generic
points of Y, Y ,X,X are compatible, where pX ãÑ Xq and pY ãÑY q are objects in B.
(ii) Let D be the (pointed) category whose objects consist of all pX{Sq, whereX are normal connected
with fixed geometric generic points. Morphisms in D consists of all commutative squares as in
Proposition 2.12 (ii) such that induced morphisms of geometric generic points of X,S, Y,R are
compatible, where pX{Sq and pY {Rq are objects in D.
With Definition 2.13 and Proposition 2.12 (i)& (ii) we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.14. Here we use the same notations as Definition 2.13.
(i) The assignment
b : B Ñ Set pX Ñ Xq ÞÑ EX,X
is a functor. For each morphism φ in B as in Definition 2.13 (i), b sends it to bpφq : EX,X Ñ EY,Y
defined by f .
(ii) There is a functor E´{´ : D Ñ Set defined as follows. For each pX{Sq P ObjpDq, E´{´ sends
it to EX{S . For each morphism ψ in D as in Definition 2.13 (ii), E´{´ sends it to E´{´pψq :
EX{S Ñ EY {R defined by f .
(iii) Let pY {Rq be an object in D. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism separated and of finite type. Then f
gives a morphism in D and hence we have EX{R Ă EY {R.
Corollary 2.15. Let S be an excellent scheme. Let DS be the category of all normal connected schemes
separated and of finite type over S. Let X be a normal connected scheme. Let EX be the category
consisting of all excellent schemes S with X Ñ S separated and of finite type.
(i) There is a covariant functor E´{S : DS Ñ Set defined as follows. For each object X P DS, E´{S
sends it to E´{SpXq “ EX{S an object in Set. For each morphism f : X Ñ Y in DS, E´{S sends
it to E´{Spfq : EX{S
f˚
Ñ EY {S a morphism in Set.
(ii) There is a covariant functor EX{´ : E
X Ñ Set defined as follows. For each object S P EX ,
EX{´ sends it to EX{´pSq “ EX{S . For each morphism h : S Ñ R in E
X , EX{´ sends it to
EX{´phq : EX{S ãÑ EX{R a inclusion morphism in Set.
Proof. By Corollary 2.14 (ii) the assertion of (i)&(ii) follows. 
3. Wildly compatible systems of virtual constructible sheaves
Now we consider a family of virtual constructible (resp., locally constant) sheaves tFiuiPI on X in pX{Sq.
Here Fi are elements in Grothendieck group KcpX,Fλiq (resp., KcohpX,Fλiq) of constructible (resp.,
locally constant) sheaves of Fλi -modules on X , and each λi is a power of prime ℓi. In order to compare
the wild ramifications of tFiuiPI , we use Brauer traces.
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3.1. Brauer traces. Let G be a profinite group. For a finite field Fλ, where λ is a power of a prime ℓ,
the subset consisting of ℓ-regular elements (i.e., elements of orders prime to ℓ) is denoted by Gℓ-reg. For
M P K¨pFλrGsq an element of Grothendieck group of finite dimensional Fλ-vector spaces with continuous
G-actions, the Brauer trace is a central function TrBrM : Gℓ-reg Ñ W pFλq, where W pFλq is the Witt ring
of Fλ. Concretely, each eigenvalue ζ of action of g P Gℓ-reg on M is in Fλ and has a unique lift rζs as
a root of unity of order prime to ℓ, and Brauer trace is given by TrBrM pgq “
ř
rζs. Brauer trace is an
additive function and is multiplicative with respect to the element of K¨pFλrGsq.
Note that the Brauer trace, when restricted to EX{S , takes value in a CM field Kλi :“ Qλi X Qpζp8q
considered as a subfield of Qλi , where Qλi are quotient fields ofW pFλiq(i.e., unramified extensions of Qℓi
with residue fields Fλi). Let V be a Q-vector subspace of
ś
iPI Kλi . In the sequel we use this notation
of Kλi for convenience and λi are all assumed to be invertible on S.
3.2. Wildly compatible locally constant sheaves.
Definition 3.3. Let X be a normal connected in pX{Sq. Let V be a fixed subspace of
ś
iPI Kλi .
We say a system tFiuiPI of virtual locally constant Fλi -sheaves on X is a wildly compatible system
for V if pTrBrFipgqqiPI P V for all g P EX{S . We define a subgroup KcohpX{S, I, V q of KcohpX, Iq :“ś
iPI KcohpX,Fλiq to be the subgroup consisting of pFiqiPI in wildly compatible systems.
Remark 3.4 ([Vid04, Rem. 2.2.1]). Let S and X be the same as in Definition 3.3. Assume that tFiuiPI
are finitely many locally constant virtual sheaves over Fλi . Let V be a subspace of
ś
iPI Kλi . Then
tFiu form a wildly compatible system for V if and only if there exists a normal compactification X0 of
X Ñ S such that tFiu satisfy the following condition: for every g P EX{S,X0 , we have pTr
Br
Fi
pgqqiPI P V .
One side is easy to prove by EX{S Ă EX,X0 . For the other side, we notice that π1pXq acts on Fi
by a finite quotient Q. Since Q is finite and the category C of normal compactifications of X Ñ S is
cofiltered, for the projection pQ : π1pX, ηq Ñ Q, the finite quotient parts EX{SpQq :“ pQpEX{Sq and
EX,XpQq :“ pQpEX,Xq satisfy EX{SpQq “
Ş
XPC EX,XpQq “ EX,X0pQq for a normal compactification
X0 of X Ñ S then the assertion follows.
3.5. Wildly compatible constructible sheaves. Given a virtual constructible sheaf Fℓ on X , there is
a stratificationX “
š
iPI Ui denoted by Pℓ, where Ui are normal connected and locally closed subschemes
of X such that restrictions of Fℓ on Ui are locally constant. Here by “stratification” we mean a “nice
stratification”, i.e., for each stratum Ui, its closure is a disjoint union of strata Ui “
š
jPJ Uj where
J Ă I. But X can have another stratification Qℓ for Fℓ: X “
š
jPJ Vj . We say a stratification Pℓ is
finer than Qℓ or Pℓ ľ Qℓ, if Vj “
š
ipjq Uipjq for each j, here ipjq are functions of index sets I and J .
Now we consider finitely many virtual constructible sheaves Fi on X with stratifications Pi. Then there
is a common refinement P so that we can compare their wild ramifications in terms of Brauer traces.
Assumption 3.6. In the sequel when considering virtual constructible sheaves, we further assume that
V “
Ş
J p
´1
J pJpV q, where J goes through all finite subsets of I and pJ are projections to subspaces.
Definition 3.7. Let V be a fixed Q-vector subspace of
ś
iPI Kλi . We say a system tFiuiPI of virtual
constructible Fλi -sheaves on X in pX{Sq is a wildly compatible system for V , if for any finite subset
J Ă I, there is a common stratification X “
š
σPΣJ
Xσ such that tFj|Xσ ujPJ is a wildly compatible
system of virtual locally constant sheaves on Xσ for pJpV q and for each σ P ΣJ . We define a subgroup
KcpX{S, I, V q of KcpX, Iq :“
ś
iPI KcpX,Fλiq to be the subgroup consisting of such pFiqiPI .
Remark 3.8. From Definition 3.7, it is clear that a system tFiuiPI of virtual constructible sheaves is a
wildly compatible system for V if and only if its restriction to J is a wildly compatible system for pJpV q
for every finite subset J Ă I.
Proposition 3.9. For pX{Sq with dimS ď 1, let tFiuiPI be finitely many virtual locally constant sheaves
on X. We fix a Q-vector subspace V of
ś
iPI Kλi . If there is a common stratification X “
š
σPΣXσ for
tFiuiPI such that for each σ we have pTr
Br
Fi|Xσ
pgqqiPI P V for all g P EXσ{S , then pTr
Br
Fi
pgqqiPI P V for all
g P EX{S.
Proof. This propostion and its proof is similar to Vidal’s in [Vid05, 6.2 (ii)]. By the valuative criterion
of O. Gabber ([Vid05, 6.1]), EX{S “
Ť
σ Im
`
EXσ{S
˘
. Hence for every g P EX{S , we have pTr
Br
Fi
pgqqiPI P
V . 
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Corollary 3.10. Assumption of X being as in Proposition 3.9, for any index set I and any V , we have
KcohpX{S, I, V q “ KcpX{S, I, V q XKcohpX, Iq.
Remark 3.11. Here we give three special examples of wildly compatible systems of virtual locally
constant sheaves and constructible sheaves.
(i) When #I “ 1 and V “ 0, a virtual constructible sheaf F in KcpX{S, I, V q can be viewed as it
“has zero wild ramification”.
(ii) When #I “ 2 and let V be the kernel of the map
Kλ1 ˆKλ2 Ñ Q, a ÞÑ
1
rKλ1 : Qs
TrKλ1{Qpaq ´
1
rKλ2 : Qs
TrKλ2{Qpaq
For pF1,F2q P KcohpX{S, I, V q they “have the same wild ramification” in a weaker sense.
(iii) Let L be a field of characteristic zero with embeddings ι “ pιiqiPI : L Ñ
ś
iPI Qλi and let V be
p
ś
iPI KλiqX ImageppιiqiPIq. If pTr
Br
Fi
pgqqiPI P V for all g P EX{S , then pFiqiPI P KcohpX{S, I, V q.
In this case, for any fixed index set I, pFiqiPI P KcohpX{S, I, V q if and only if for all subset J Ă I
with #J ď 2, pFjqjPJ is a wildly compatible system for pJpV q.
(a) For (i), when S is the spectrum of an excellent Henselian discrete valuation ring with residue
characteristic exponent p ě 1 or an algebraically closed field k with characteristic p, and X
is a normal connected scheme separated and of finite type over S, by Remark 2.5 we obtain
KcpX{S, I, V q “ KcpX,Fλq
0
t which is Vidal’s notion.
(b) For (ii), when S is the spectrum of an excellent Henselian discrete valuation ring of residue
characteristic exponent p ě 1 and X is a scheme separated and of finite type over S, we obtain
KcohpX{S, I, V q “ ∆cohpX,Fλ1 ,Fλ2q which is Yatagawa’s notion. Further with Assumption 3.6
for V , we have KcpX{S, I, V q “ ∆cpX,Fλ1 ,Fλ2q. In fact, our generalization is the same with
Kato’s ([Kat18, Def. 2.2]).
(c) Let I, V and S,X be the same with (iii) with extra Assumption 3.6 for V . If for any J Ă I a
finite subset , there is a stratification X “
š
σPΣJ
Xσ such that for each g P EXσ{S there exists
a P L and TrBrFi|Xσ pgq “ ιipaq, then pFiqiPI P KcpX{S, I, V q. In this case, for any fixed index set
I, we have pFiqiPI P KcpX{S, I, V q if and only if for all subset J Ă I with #J ď 2, pFjqjPJ is a
wildly compatible system for V .
Proposition 3.12. For pX{Sq, let T
h
Ñ S Ñ R be morphisms of excellent schemes with pS{Rq.
(i) If we also denote XT Ñ X by h, then
h˚KcpX{S, I, V q Ă KcpXT {T, I, V q.
(ii) Suppose S is regular with dimS ă 3. If Ss Ñ S is denoted by s, then we have
pFiqiPI P KcpX{S, I, V q if and only if ps
˚FiqiPI P KcpXs{Ss, I, V q for all s.
(iii) We have KcpX{R, I, V q Ă KcpX{S, I, V q.
Proof.
(i) It suffices to prove for the case when Fi are locally constant. The assertion follows directly from
Corollary 2.12,(ii).
(ii) For pFiqiPI P KcpX{S, I, V q, by (i), we conclude that ts
˚pFiquiPI is a wildly compatible system.
For the other side, we reduce to the case when #I is finite and Fi are locally constant. There
exists a finite quotient EX{SpQq such that for all g P EX{S , Tr
Br
Fi
pgq “ TrBrFipgq for all i P I, where g
is the image of g in EX{SpQq. By Theorem 2.7, EX{SpQq “
Ť
sÑS
Ť
hPπ1pX,aq
hE1
Xpsq{Spsq
pQqh´1.
Thus there is a geometric point sg Ñ S such that g “ hg1h´1, where g
1 P EXpsg q{SpsgqpQq
and g1 is the image of g1 under π1pXpsq, bq Ñ π1pX, aq Ñ Q. By assumption, ts
˚pFiquiPI are
wildly compatible systems for all geometric points s Ñ S. Finally pTrBrFipgqqiPI “ pTr
Br
Fi
pgqqiPI “
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pTrBrFiphg
1h´1qqiPI “ pTr
Br
Fi
pg1qqiPI “ pTr
Br
s˚Fi
pg1qqiPI P V . So tFiuiPI is also a wildly compatible
system.
(iii) The proof is directly from the result of Corollary 2.15, (ii). 
4. Preservation by Six Operations
Theorem 4.1. For pX{Sq and pY {Sq with dim ď 1 and a morphism f : X Ñ Y , we have:
(i) f˚ : KcpY, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces f
˚ : KcpY {S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q;
(ii) f˚ : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpY, Iq induces f˚ : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpY {S, I, V q;
(iii) f! : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpY, Iq induces f! : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpY {S, I, V q;
(iv) f ! : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpY, Iq induces f
! : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpY {S, I, V q;
(v) RHom : KcpX, Iq ˆKcpX, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces
RHom : KcpX{S, I, V q ˆKcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q when V is a subalgebra;
(vi) ´b´ : KcpX, Iq ˆKcpX, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces
´b´ : KcpX{S, I, V q ˆKcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q when V is a subalgebra;
(vii) DX : KcpX, Iq Ñ KcpX, Iq induces DX : KcpX{S, I, V q Ñ KcpX{S, I, V q.
This theorem also implies results for the three cases in Remark 3.11, including Vidal’s ([Vid05, Cor. 0.2])
and Yatagawa’s ([Yat17, Cor. 4.1]). In 3.11, note that V are subalgebras for (a) and (c) but not (b).
Proof. By Proposition 3.12, it suffices to prove for the case when S is strictly local. Further f˚ “ f ! by
[Zhe15, Cor. 9.5], f˚ “ f! by [IZ13, Thm. 3.14] generalizing a theorem of Laumon ([Lau81]). So (i)–(iv)
reduces to f˚ and f!. By Remark 3.8, we may assume that I is a finite set.
(i)& (iv) This proof is similar to [Vid04, Prop. 2.3.3] and [Yat17, Cor. 4.1]. For pFiqiPI P KcpY, Iq, we may
assume that they are constructible sheaves. There is a common stratification for Fi: Y “
š
σ Yσ
such that pFiqiPI P KcohpYσ{S, I, V q. Take preimages of Yσ and take their stratifications we have
X “
š
σ,µXσµ such that f
˚Fi|Xσµ are locally constant sheaves. By Proposition 2.12 the assertion
follows.
(ii)&(iii) Let paiqiPI P KcpX{S, I, V q. First, we prove the assertion when f is an immersion. If f is an
open immersion, then Y “ X
š
pY zXq and f!ai|X “ ai, f!ai|Y zX “ 0. If f is a closed immersion,
then we have f˚ai|X “ ai, f˚ai|Y zX “ 0. By taking a stratification of Y zX , we check on each
stratum and find that taiuiPI for a wildly compatible system.
For general cases, we decompose X “ Xη
š
Xs, Y “ Yη
š
Ys as closed fibre parts and generic
fibre parts. Write fη : Xη Ñ Yη and fs : Xs Ñ Ys. Let iYη : Yη Ñ Y and iYs : Ys Ñ Y be
immersions. By f!ai “ iYη!fη!pai|Xη q` iYs!fs!pai|Xsq for i P I and the proof above for immersions,
it suffices to prove for fη or fs. The assertion is local so it suffices to prove when Y “ SpecA
is affine. Further, we take X “ SpecB affine and therefore Y “ SpecBrx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xrs{I. The
morphism X Ñ Y is decomposed as a closed immersion followed by a series of morphisms of
relative dimension one.
When f is a closed immersion the proof has been finished above. Now let f be a morphism of
relative dimension one. Since ai are constructible, we may assume that Y is normal connected
and pf!aiqiPI P KcohpY, Iq. Further we may assume that X is normal connected and paiqiPI P
KcohpX{S, I, V q. For any pair of components pa1, a2q of an element paiqiPI in KcohpX{S, I, V q its
associated galois étale covering p : V Ñ X trivializing them with galois group H . By shrinking Y
to an open dense subscheme if necessary, we may assume that images of this pair of components
under pf ˝ pq! are in Grothendieck groups of locally constant sheaves. Let Q be a finite quotient
of π1pY q acting on f!a1, f!a2, pf ˝ pq!Fλ1 and pf ˝ pq!Fλ2 .
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By shrinking Y to an open dense subscheme, we may assume that EY {SpQq “ pEτ{SpY qqpQq,
where τ is the generic point of Y . Let g P EY {S , then by [Vid05, Cor. 3.0.5 and Thm. 0.1], we
express the Brauer traces of aℓi for i “ 1, 2 as the following
TrBrf!aipgq “
1
|H |
ÿ
h1PH1,pP 1 ph
1q“g1
TrRΓcpVτ¯ ,Eλiq
ph1q ˆ TrBrai ppHph
1qq,
where P 1 is a pro-p-subgroup of Galpτ¯{τq with image P under Galpτ¯{τq Ñ π1pY q andH
1 “ P 1ˆH ,
Eλi is a finite extension of Qℓi such that its integer ring has the residue field Fλi . For all g P EX{S
we have pTrBrai pgqqiPI P V . We need to show that for all g
1 P EY {S we have pTr
Br
f!ai
pg1qqiPI P V . By
[Vid05, Prop. 2.2.1] and [Vid05, Prop. 2.3.1], the traces TrRΓcpVτ ,Eλiqph
1q are integers independent
of i. Then by [Vid05, Cor. 3.0.7 and Thm. 0.1], if h1 P H 1 such that TrRΓcpVτ ,Eλi qph
1q ‰ 0 then
pHph
1q is in the image of EX{S by π1pXq Ñ H . Thus pTr
Br
f!ai
pgqqiPI P V for every g P EY {S . So
we finish the proof.
(v) Since RHomXpFi,Giq » DXpFi bDXpGiqq, the assertion follows from (vi) and (vii).
(vi) The assertion follows since Brauer trace of a tensor product is a product of Brauer traces.
(vii) Let tFiuiPI P KcpX, I, V q. Let j : U Ñ X be an open immersion such that Fi are lisse and U Ñ S
is smooth. Let i : Y “ XzU Ñ X be the closed immersion. Then DXFi “ DXj!j
˚Fi`DX i˚i
˚Fi.
It suffices to prove that DXj!j
˚Fi form a wildly compatible system. By definition we have
DXj!j
˚Fi “ j˚DU j
˚Fi “ j˚RHomU pj
˚Fi,Fλipdqr2dsq. By the result of (ii), it suffices to consider
RHomU pj
˚Fi,Fλip´dqr´2dsq. In fact, for a dual module M
_ of M , the Brauer trace satisfies
TrBrM_pgq “ Tr
Br
M pg
´1q. Note that as a result of definition, EX{S is symmetric: if g P EX{S , then
g´1 P EX{S . By (i), j
˚Fi form a wildly compatible system. So pj
˚Fiq
_p´dqr´2ds also form a
wildly compatible system. Thus DU j!j
˚Fi form a compatible system and by Noether’s induction
we finish the proof. 
5. Relation with compatible ℓ-adic virtual constructible sheaves
Let X be a smooth curve over Fpf . Let ℓi be primes distinct with p, where i P I. Let Ei{Qℓi be finite
extensions of fields with residue fields Fλi and λi are integer powers of ℓi. We fix a field L of characteristic
zero and embeddings tιi : L ãÑ Ei ãÑ Qℓiu. Let K be the function field of X . We recall the definition of
(strictly) compatible system of Ei-virtual sheaves on X ([Fuj02, 1.2]). A family of virtual constructible
sheaves tFiuiPI where Fi are virtual sheaves over Ei, is called an L-compatible system if for all x P |X |,
all geometric points x Ñ x and all g P Galpκpxq{κpxqq such that g are integer powers of geometric
Frobenius as F f0 , there exist ag P L depending on g such that Trpg, pFiqxq “ ιipagq. Now we find a
connection between Ei-compatible systems and wildly compatible systems.
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring and let its fraction field be E of characteristic zero and its
residue field be F of characteristic ℓ ą 0. Let X be a Noetherian and connected scheme. Then the
category of lisse ℓ-adic sheaves on X is equivalent to the category of continuous ℓ-adic representations
of π1pX, xq, where x is a geometric point of X . Let KpX,Oq,KpX,Eq,KpX,F q be the Grothendieck
groups of constructible sheaves of O, E, F -modules over X respectively. Let j˚ : KpX,Oq Ñ KpX,Eq
be the ring homomorphism induced by the exact functor
ModcpX,Oq Ñ ModcpX,Eq, M ÞÑ E bO M
Let i˚ : KpX,Oq Ñ KpX,F q be the ring homomorphism given by the triangulated functor
DbcpX,Oq Ñ D
b
cpX,F q, M ÞÑ F b
L
O M
By [Zhe15, Prop. 9.4] , j˚ is an isomorphism. Thus we obtain the decomposition morphism d :“ i˚˝j˚´1 :
KpX,Eq Ñ KpX,F q.
Theorem 5.1. For any L-compatible system tFiuiPI of virtual constructible sheaves on a smooth integral
scheme X over Fpf , the image td pFiquiPI is a wildly compatible system of virtual constructible Fλi-
sheaves.
Proof. It suffices to prove for #I “ 2 and locally constant sheaves F1,F2 on X . If they are L-compatible,
then by definition, for all closed point x P |X |, all x Ñ x and all g P Galpκpxq{κpxqq an integer power
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of F f0 , there are ag P L such that Trpg, pFiqxq “ ιipagq. Note that pFiqη give rise to representations
ρi : π1pX, ηq Ñ GLnipEiq, where η is the geometric generic point of X . By Chebotarev density theorem
([Ser65, Thm. 7]), the sets consisting of the images of conjugacy classes of tFrobnxunPZ under ρi for all
unramified x P X are dense subsets in ρipπ1pX, ηqq respectively. Therefore for all g P EX{ SpecpF
pf
q Ă
π1pX, ηq, we have Tr
Br
dpF1q
pgq “ ι1pagq and Tr
Br
dpF2q
pgq “ ι2pagq for ag P L. This shows that tdpFiquiPI is
a wildly compatible system in the sense of Remark 3.11, (c). 
Remark 5.2. In [Zhe09] Weizhe Zheng has defined L-compatible systems over excellent Henselian
discrete valuation rings. Further in [LZ18] Qing Lu and Weizhe Zheng have proved that Theorem 5.1
can be generalized to this case.
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